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Children are engaged in an enriched, relevant, diverse and inspiring curriculum, which
meets statutory requirements whilst being personalised to the needs of the Malin Bridge
Community. Clear progression enables children to achieve to a high standard.

At Malin Bridge Primary
our pupils...
A curriculum that is built on children’s inquisitive
nature, by focusing learning on answering questions.
High quality outcomes that evidence the progression
in skills of children.
Topics that support the school’s values,
encouraging them to become actively involved in the
world around them.
A rigorous framework which ensures teachers can
focus on how to teach as opposed to what.
Regular enrichment of the curriculum, through visits,
visitors, practical activities, experiences and
extended learning opportunities.

The school places Speaking and Listening, Maths, Reading, Writing and Computing as the
key focusses of the curriculum as we feel these provide children with the skills needed to
access a wide range of learning. The expectations at the end of each year for an average
attaining child in these areas are out lined in the ‘Key Skills’ Document.

The school day is broken up into four sessions (Y1 onwards), however each session may
have more than one subject taught within it. English and Maths are normally taught for
an hour each, often in the mornings, with Spelling/Phonics also taught as a twenty
minute session on some days. Throughout the week, afternoon sessions will be used to
deliver two sessions of PE. Children will also have an hours access to the computing suite.
The rest of the time is used to deliver R.E, Science, MFL and cross curricular topic
learning. Below is an example timetable.

To further motivate children in their
learning, the curriculum has been organised
so that objectives from different subjects
are grouped together so links can be made
between them which allows teachers to
teach these objectives through one context.
Topics are given a child friendly theme
and engaging titles, with the children
given an opportunity to have a say in their
future learning. The children will have
between 2 and 4 lessons of topic each
week in the afternoons. We are, however,
keen for more cross curricular links. Key
skills in English, Maths and Computing are
promoted during topic sessions and Topic
often flows into various lessons throughout
the day. For example, during a topic about
‘Myths and Legends’ the children may be
asked to write a mythical story in the
morning as part of their English lesson.

The children regularly take part in P4C
sessions. These are small 30 – 45 minute
sessions where the children are enabled to
think about and ask questions about the
world around them in a more philosophical
way. The children are very much encouraged
to work together as a group and discuss
important issues in order to help them
understand them. The children are usually
given a stimulus such as a picture or a
story and encouraged to ask open ended
questions about it. For example, they may
be asked to read the story ‘The Ugly
Duckling’ and be encouraged to think of
issues such as: ‘Why is he seen as
different?’ and ‘Is it bad to be different?’
The children enjoy debating the issues,
being reminded throughout that there is
usually no right answer and that
everyone’s answer is important. This sort
of learning has been shown to progress
children in other subjects as they begin
to ask more open ended questions in
general and are motivated to ask questions
about the world around them.
An art project linking to The UKS2 Topic about space

The week’s
planning and
some resources
from 3/4H.

Most subjects are planned on the same medium term plan by a phase, with teachers
responsible for collating resources etc. for a week as opposed to a subject. This means
some weeks the focus may be a specific subject, whilst other weeks there may be
a balance across the subjects. Organising the learning in this way, results in it making
more sense to the children, as outcomes can be achieved in a shorter space of time,
also meaning motivation is maintained throughout and greater progression is evident. Those
subjects not on this plan (Computing, PE, RE & Science) are planned individually and follow
whole school progression frameworks. Where possible, they are linked to the topic theme
and, when appropriate, English and Maths sessions also use contexts that match the topic
theme. Learning journeys are beginning to be introduced (and stuck in books) at the
beginning of each topic/unit of work across the curriculum. These learning journeys explain
to the children the progression of their learning, enabling them to track their learning.

As mentioned in the aims, questioning is at the heart of our curriculum. Children are
posed questions, that through their topic learning they should be able to answer by the
end of a unit. More often than not these are discussion/opinion questions rather than
those requiring the regurgitation of facts to answer. Whilst the questions will be
the same for each child, within sessions learning will be differentiated on what all are
expected to understand/achieve, what most are and what some might. This will often be
shared with children through the steps to success/learning journeys and is clearly
indicated on teachers’ planning. Throughout all planning, challenges are included to ensure
the children are stretched and encouraged to take their learning further. Alongside this
higher order thinking questions are being introduced.

When planning any learning, teachers will consider and identify how they plan to engage
children in their learning. This may take a wide variety of forms for example through
an educational visit, visitors into school or topic linked activity days. Teachers also
identify how the learning is to be demonstrated/shared. This can take many forms, from
putting on an event for parents/carers, sharing learning with designated partner classes,
sharing learning and photos through Twitter, undertaking an investigation question to
demonstrate application of skills, presenting learning through drama or various ICT and
whole school communication with parents/carers via the fortnightly bulletin.

At Malin Bridge primary, we place great importance on improving the children’s learning
skills. This is done through ‘learning behaviours.’ Each year group in school is given
objectives, which are split into six categories that outline how a child progresses to
becoming a skilled learner and member of the school community. Associated with each of the
six categories are two key learning behaviour words. These describe the traits of an
outstanding learner and are used by teachers in steps to success/learning journeys and
displays in the classroom. They also link to whole school awards and are displayed around
school. Please see examples on the next page...

outstanding learning behaviours

As a school we use communal areas to
share and celebrate learning and what has
been going on in and out of school. A
display plan is used to ensure boards are
changed appropriately and that the learning
of all children in school is celebrated.
Within classrooms, displays will be used to
celebrate and support learning. These are
regularly updated to ensure they are
relevant to the current unit of work.

(Left) A
display
about wwii
showing a
selection of
English and
topic work.
(Below) an
interactive
display of
synonyms

A strength of the curriculum at Malin Bridge primary is the enrichment of it, this is
done through contributions by the PTA and school funds being used to provide each year
group with financial support each term to enrich learning. This funding is referred to as
‘Wow Wonga’ and can be used flexibly. For example, it may be used to subsidise a visit,
provide an experience from an external provider or simply to purchase special resources to
enhance learning. Within school we also attempt to provide children with experiences that
may not be available at home, for example the school has a flock of chickens which the
children take responsibility for caring for – as well as eating the eggs.
At Malin Bridge primary, we have supportive parents who we involve in learning. This is
done through home learning and our ‘100 things to do before you leave primary school’ list.
This list contains things that we feel are important for children to achieve/experience
before they leave us, some may be done in school and others at home.
The school uses the ‘Children’s University’ systems to log hours and celebrate children’s
involvement in extended learning opportunities. The school has many clubs children can
join, from sporting ones to artistic ones. Every child in school has access to these,
some provided by school staff and others through external partners.
Children are also given the opportunity to participate in exciting and engaging curriculum
days such as: Science Day, International Airport Day and World Book Day.

World book day

International airport day

Assessment is focused on the key skills
that the children develop in different
subjects over a block of learning rather
than the knowledge they learn.
For example, during a lesson on ‘Japan’,
the children may produce an information
power point presentation on this and will
demonstrate computing skills, geographical
skills and English skills to differing
depths. This information is recorded on an
Excel spreadsheet to measure individual
and cohort achievement as well as to
support reporting to parents.

1) Key Skills Document
2) Timetable example
3) Whole School Topic Outline
4) Planning templates
5) ‘100 things to do’ booklet
6) Extended learning timetable

Maths, English, Computing, Science, RE, PE, Learning Environment & Assessment
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